
 

 

 

 

The global decline in coral reef health is alarming  

and the trend appears to be worsening!  
An Interview with Peter Raines & the Coral Cay Conservation team   

on page 3 
 

 
 

Director’s Cut: Deafened by silence, blinded by violence 
 

‘An eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth, and the whole world would soon be blind and toothless’, once said the great soul (Maha -

atma) Ghandi.  Make that ten eyes for one eye and the abyss nears. It is no accident, that Tourism, all-important for peace, 

prosperity and stability, was chosen as the first victim in the current conflict: the only international airport, the newly-built 
symbol of pride and national unity of a sovereign state, emerging out of decades of civil strife, and the main pillar of its budding 

tourism sector, was bombed and bombed again, not by some ‘illegal’ combatant, but by a democratic state, indeed one 

representing a people ruthlessly and blindly persecuted through racism and fascism through millennia.  

 

After weeks of bombing, a small country’s society, economy, civil and tourism infrastructure are destroyed, in flagrant violation 

of the Geneva convention on the protection of civilian persons in time of war,  and the principle of proportionality. Up to a 

million people have been ‘displaced’, the polite way of saying that they have lost or abandoned their homes, jobs and 

livelihoods. Nature suffers too, with thousands of tons of fuel escaping from an (again unlawfully) targeted power station, and 

slowingly making their way towards neighbouring countries tourist resorts.  

 

The dazed and confused international community, and indeed the very silent international Tourism community - rightly vocal 
when western hotels are blown up - must finally recognise that ALL violent acts against civilians and civilian infrastructure is 

abhorrent, no matter who, why, or when perpetrated them, and press for an Immediate ceasefire. There are NO just or humane 

wars, but this does not mean that warring parties should set new records in inhumanity. And international war crime tribunals 

should dare investigate and prosecute the winners, not just hunt down the losers, otherwise they will remain nothing more than 

instruments of ‘victors justice’. No more animal farms with animals who are more equal than others and can issue undemocratic 

vetoes to ban majority decisions.  

 

Injustice & inequality breeds violence and vice versa in a vicious circle, which will only break if (a big if) humans ever manage 

to deliberately direct their energy and evolutionary path towards what now seems a utopian, non-violent, culture of sharing, 

knowledge and pleasure, away from divisive dogmas.  

 
ECOCLUB is ready to assist in any little way it can for the eventual return and growth of Ecotourism in and between Lebanon, 

Israel and Palestine, and other neighbouring countries, as an effective bridge for peace between ordinary people - those who 

suffer - and recommends to all those who had booked or were planning holidays but have cancelled to simply donate that 

amount to the hotels and tour operators involved, in a form of virtual peace tourism to fill the vacuum. As nature does not like 

vacuums, the fear is that where tourists do not tread, terrorists will and the vicious circle will be perpetuated. 

 

But even in the darkest hours, not all is bleak. Humanity can even fight warplanes with a trumpet: Mazen Kerbaz a leading 

Lebanese musician and comic-book artist, hearing the bombs falling 3km from his Beirut flat balcony, started to play music to 

relax, then decided to record his music mixed with the cacophony of war, to listen visit his blog at: 

http://mazenkerblog.blogspot.com  

 

Antonis B. Petropoulos 
More Director’s cut 

 

Support the Lebanese Red Cross & Red Crescent Volunteers at www.ifrc.org  
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NOW @ the ECOCLUB.com Shop! 

 
 

100% Organic Insect Repellent 
A concentrated, liquid, natural insecticide, ideal for 

protecting your home-grown plants and your organic 
agriculture needs. 1 ml is enough for 1 litre of water. 

100 ml bottle: only €20.50 FREE Postage! 

 

►Read more & buy on-line 
 

More eco products at http://ecoclub.com/shop 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
ECOCLUB ECOLODGE NEWS 

 

Dominica:  Jem Winston of 3 Rivers, visited Tobago for two days speaking at a Hotel Greening conference, at the invitation of 

the Trinidad & Tobago Bureau of Standards, a government body, whose aim is to introduce Green Globe to Trinidad and 

Tobago, and eventually with an aim to get the island of Tobago certified as a Green Globe destination. 

► http://ecoclub.com/3rivers  
  

Laos: The Boat Landing is pleased to announce that they have achieved Green Globe Benchmarking for one more year 

► http://ecoclub.com/theboatlanding  

 

Hawaii, US:  Ms JoLoyce Kaia (Hana Maui & Volcano Heart) has attended the Annual Hawaii Association of Conservation 

Districts that was held in Kapaa, Kauai, Hawaii, as Vice President of Maui Island for the executive committee. Ms Kaia reports: 

“One of our tasks was to revise our by-laws. We had a bus tour of several conservation sites including a ranch that is using some 

federal monies for fencing and irrigation to improve conservation uses. Also, a Guava Plantation and a look at where a small 

damn broke during the heavy rains where there was loss of life and a lot of damage down stream. The Kauai Mayor attended our 

banquet and in a silent auction we raised about $1,700 to be used for schools Conservation Awareness.” 

► http://ecoclub.com/hanamaui  
 

 

ECO-PHOTO: brown label on blue beach 

 
Left-over ‘blue’ beach certification sign littering an otherwise perfectly 

clean beach, bathers unimpressed in any case. 

►More eco photos at the ECOCLUB.com Gallery 

http://www.ecoclub.com/c/index.php?act=module&module=gallery
http://ecoclub.com/shop/en/view_product.php?productid=57&idcat=2
http://ecoclub.com/shop/en/view_product.php?productid=57&idcat=2
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an interview with Peter Raines and the CCC Team 

 
Peter Raines (far right) & the CCC Team 

 
THE ECOCLUB INTERVIEW 

PETER RAINES MBE 

Founder & CEO, Coral Cay Conservation (CCC) 

“The Global decline in coral reef health is alarming and the trend appears to be worsening rather than getting better” 

 

Peter Raines is the founder and CEO of Coral Cay Conservation (CCC), a not-for-profit coral reef and tropical forest 

conservation organisation based in the United Kingdom. Born of Anglo-Irish parents in West Africa, at an early age 

Peter developed a passion for wildlife, a passion that matured during his summers spent exploring the rock-pools of 

the shores of Ireland into a career in conservation. In 1982, Peter gained a Joint Honours Degree in Marine Biology 

and Biochemistry from the University College of Wales Bangor, and went on to undertake post-graduate research at 

UCW Aberystwyth and at the University of London, during which time he founded CCC. Peter is Fellow of both the 

Institute of Biology and the Royal Geographical Society, and is a Chartered Biologist and Chartered Geographer. He has 

authored and co-authored over 250 scientific reports and publications, and has won numerous international awards and citations 

for his work in conservation. In 2004, Peter was awarded the MBE by HM Queen Elizabeth II for his ‘services to the protection 
of biodiversity’. 

 

Coral Cay Conservation (CCC) is an award-winning not-for-profit organization that has been running conservation 

expeditions since 1986.  CCC sends teams of volunteers to survey some of the world’s most endangered coral reefs and tropical 

forests.  Our mission is to protect these crucial environments and provide resources to help sustain livelihoods and alleviate 

poverty. Since the establishment of CCC, thousands of volunteers of all ages have participated on expeditions throughout Asia-

Pacific and the Caribbean.  Volunteers play a crucial role in the conservation of threatened tropical environments through the 

collection of scientific data.  Information collected in the field is compiled and analysed in order to formulate sustainable 

management recommendations.  CCC, in partnership with local stakeholder groups, has helped to establish numerous marine 

reserves and wildlife sanctuaries around the world.  Data gathered by CCC volunteers formed an intrinsic part in the designation 

of the Belize Barrier Reef as a World Heritage Site in 1996 and also played a crucial role in the establishment of the D anjugan 
Island Marine reserve and Wildlife Sanctuary in the Philippines in February 2000. 

 

The Interview follows: 

 

Starting with Tourism: As a foremost expert in the field of reef conservation, how big a problem is Tourism for Reefs, 

compared to global warming, water pollution from agriculture, sewage and forest erosion? 

 

Before I start, let’s be clear on this: I’m no “foremost expert” in the field of reef conservation! At best, I am THE foremost 

expert in Coral Cay Conservation (CCC); big fish, small pond. However, if through my 21 years since founding CCC and 

through my work globally, some experience and wisdom has rubbed off on me and is perhaps worth listening to, then by all 

means read on.  

 

Trying to answer a question like yours is akin to trying to come up with a cross-cutting, all-embracing answer to questions like: 
“How long is a piece of string?” or “How deep is a hole?” A meaningful answer, and I doubt one truly exists, can only be at best 

vaguely estimated at in the context of geographical location. On a global scale of 1 to 10 (10 equalling ‘big problem’) I 

personally, repeat personally, don’t see “tourism for reefs” being much higher than 2 on my highly subjective scale. However, 

having said that, I fully admit - and hold my hand up in recognition - that I have not even vaguely factored the detrimental 

effects of things such as the contribution to global warming in flying ‘tourist to reefs’ (or indeed ‘reefs to tourists’ – see below) 
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etc etc …let’s not even attempt to open that particular can of worms, lest I get strung-up from the bough of the nearest sapling 

CO2-off-setted tree planted on Clapham Common! 

 
Coral reefs mean big business for the tourism sector: reef-based tourism alone is estimated globally to be worth something like 

GBP 6bn (EUR 8.8bn) per annum. It has often been stated that tourism can be either the saviour of coral reefs or the final nail in 

their coffin; the difference between the outcomes depends on the manner in which the tourism activity interacts with the coral 

reef environment. Aside from the direct value of coral reefs for resource extraction (e.g. fishing and aquaculture), coral reefs per 

se do not have an economic value. Tourism is a very good activity for realising the potential economic value of coral reefs; and 

thereby ensuring that the impetus for their conservation is heightened and maintained, given the vested interests involved. The 

direct impacts of tourism development include sedimentation from development activities, direct damage from physical touch 

by recreational users and the input of extra nutrients from wastewater produced by the tourism industry. However all of these 

potential impacts can be mitigated against at the local level. Issues such as global warming and the bleaching events that result 

are Global issues that require Global solutions. 

 

Someone, an academic perhaps, would describe what you do as Voluntourism. Would you agree with that 

characterisation or do you find the term slightly derogatory? 
 

This definition of Coral Cay Conservations activities does have an element of truth. Using volunteers in the manner in which we 

do does however allow us to undertake meaningful conservation work without firstly having secured external funding- funding 

sources that in many of the countries in which we operate are not there for coral reef conservation. With a team of qualified 

marine biologists working full time for Coral Cay Conservation, it is then possible to turn this data into meaningful tools for 

management decision makers in our host countries. Finally, it is worthy of note that such volunteer organisations are often 

criticised for using a non-skilled volunteer work force and that this then jeopardises the quality of the data that is collected and 

the value of the findings. This however is nonsensical. If a small volunteer work force were used to collect data then the fact that 

they are not skilled and therefore have a greater degree of error in the data they collect, it could be said that there would be 

questions marks over the value of the data. However, using large teams of volunteers reduces the ‘error: actual trends’ ratio in 

the data sets thereby allowing us to draw meaningful and accurate management recommendations from the data.  
 

What is the main motive for those that volunteer for you? Altruism, escapism, a good CV perhaps? Does it really matter 

as long as they pay the fee and do the job? 

 

The motivation for our volunteers is as diverse as the demographic background from which they come; from 16 to 65 years old! 

Some volunteers are graduates from or are studying for marine science degrees and want to gain some valuable field-based 

experience. Some volunteers are travelling the world and want to put something back, some are experienced divers and want to 

answer the question of what they are seeing on their dives. Some simply want to have fun whilst doing something altruistic. 

Whatever the motivation, the important thing is that all volunteers leave the expedition with an understanding of conservation 

issues, a feeling that they have done something positive and ultimately have contributed their time to meaningful work in 

countries where it otherwise would not have been done. 

 

Some would argue that your "volunteers steal jobs from locals"? Are they as thick as some who believe that "immigrants 

steal jobs from locals"? 
 

Coral Cay Conservation has a unique scholarship programme funded through our charitable trust fund that provides four places 

per month to nationals of our host countries to come join our expedition, learn to dive and then learn the science. This 

programme proves massively popular in the countries where we work and has contributed a substantial amount to the capacity 

within country to maintain the types of programmes we have begun. To give you an idea; an entire research arm of the 

University of Malaya has now been established in Malaysia to undertake on-going coral reef conservation work; the core of this 

team was trained and hopefully inspired by Coral Cay’s scholarship programme having themselves been scholars. Additionally, 

Coral Cay works alongside and in close partnership with academic institutes and other NGOs in the countries in which we work. 

We support these organisations and they support us in a manner which is beneficial to both parties and ultimately to the coral 

reefs. With these arguments, it is often said by independent organisations in the countries we are working in that we provide 

more opportunities for nationals and that we never remove opportunities for those in these countries. 
 

Since you started CCC has the situation for coral reefs improved or worsened worldwide? If we say that XYZ percentage 

of reefs have been lost over these years, what percentage has your organisation saved? 

 

The Global decline in coral reef health is alarming and the trend appears to be worsening rather than getting better. To directly 

quantify this decline is very hard to do and is subjective on how you define ‘lost’. However, in the 20 years that Coral Cay has 

been in operation, the coral reefs of the Caribbean have shown perhaps the worse decline with many areas now all but gone. For 

these same reasons, it is very hard to say how much we have saved. Firstly, one needs to define “saved” and secondly it is 

important to understand that it is not us who does the ‘saving’; we merely provide support and recommendations to the 

counterparts who are the competent agencies in the host countries and it is then them that do the ‘saving’. To give you an idea of 

how much we can achieve however, since moving to Fiji five years ago, Coral Cay Conservation has surveyed 16% of the coral 
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reefs of Fiji and has produced recommendations on all these areas. To date these recommendations have been turned into 

management plans and Marine Protected Areas with the creation of over 20 of these reserves having come about as a result of 

Coral Cays work. 

 

You have helped establish many marine and forest protected areas around the world, and even got the Belize Barrier 

Reef - the worlds second longest- declared as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. However even UNESCO admits that some 

protected areas are only protected on paper. So, what happens to a project once it is completed and you depart? Is it easy to 

keep in touch and even return or does a nexus of private interests and public bureaucracy shut the door? 

 

‘Paper parks’ such as the ones that UNESCO refers to occur largely as a result of a lack of stakeholder involvement. If vast 

areas of reef that were formerly the traditional fishing grounds of an indigenous community are suddenly closed with no 

consultation with the fisherfolk, it is hardly surprising that the outcome is often not that positive!  
 

By working closely with and supporting the management agencies in the countries in which we operate, and by working to 

ensure a ‘buy-in’ to the concept by local stakeholders, we are able to ensure that this approach to management is not taken.  

 

Obviously, we have a skill base that has evolved around the provision of resources to the management agencies. When these 

resources have been provided and exhausted it becomes time for us to move on to other geographic areas that require our 

assistance. Often these new areas remain within the same country and as at Danjugan Island, we are able to maintain a presence 

and a degree of support to the management implementing agencies.  

 

Perhaps victims of their own success, or envied, NGOs come increasingly under fire. The Right considers NGOs as 

politicised, while the Left as depoliticised. The south accuses them of propagating imperialism, while the North of 

propagating imperialism-guilt, The West as unaccountable, while the East as accountable to the west. Have you ever met 

such criticism, and did you find it annoying, helpful or irrelevant in your work? 

 

Coral Cay Conservation prides itself on being a non-lobbying, apolitical organisation whose sole purpose in the countries in 

which we work is to provide technical expertise and manpower to producing comprehensive management tools. These tools are 

based upon sound science and fact and therefore have no political undertones. By taking this approach, we are able to keep out 

of the arena of political debate and criticism. 

 

You are on record saying that CCC responds to invitations from governments, and local people and that your 

organisation is non-political. Have you, or would you ever decline a project due to political controversy? Say, if Zimbabwe or 

Burma were to invite CCC to help them set up protected areas, would you go? 

 

Coral Cay Conservation is a founding member of the British Foreign and Commonwealth Office ‘Know Before You Go’ 

campaign that looks after the interests of British nationals overseas. We also have on-going ties with British Overseas missions 
and value their input into each and every potential new project location. If after consultation with these authorities it is apparent 

that Coral Cay Conservation can operate safely, securely and in a manner that is not hindered by political agendas; then yes we 

have no issue in working there. 

 

It must be a nightmare trying to work globally across many tax regimes doing great work but incurring expenses and 

unofficial costs that can not be proved to suspicious taxmen. We note that CCC has also set up a separate Trust, presumably 

to accept and manage donations. So do you subscribe to the current fashion that one organisation needs to be 'transparent' 

at all costs, or should it rather make full use of legal loopholes so as to maximise its effectiveness? 

 

We have a marvellous finance and accounting team who handle all the headaches regarding taxes. It may give them nightmares, 

but they never complain to me.  

 
The CCC Trust was set up in 1992 to support the charitable work that Coral Cay carries out. The three main areas that they 

function in are providing funds for local scholarships, supporting alternate livelihood schemes and producing educational 

resources to raise awareness of conservation issues. The Trust’s charitable status has obvious advantages when it comes to 

raising funds for these operations. Every individual that goes on a CCC expedition joins the Coral Cay Society, which is run by 

the Trust, and part of their expedition fee is paid into the Trust. The funds provided by the Trust allow our expeditions to do 

work that many volunteers cite as some of the most rewarding and satisfying of their expeditions. 

 

Using the Trust, and its tax advantages, to assist us in this work makes perfect sense but we will always do so only as far as 

legislation permits. We have no interest in trying to hide what we do from anyone, least of all the taxman!  

 

Is technological progress - such as artificial reefs - a boost for your efforts, or does it create complacency to decision-

makers in the way that anything can be fixed at a later stage? And what would you describe as major 

technological improvements in your field in the last 10 years? 
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Artificial reefs and other technological progress can, in the correct circumstances, be extremely useful management tools. 

However, they do have a tendency to promote the ‘playing with God’ syndrome, which is something that Coral Cay most 

definitely does not advocate. Additionally, initiatives that involve for example transplanting corals we believe are not positive 
unless the reason why the coral in the receiving site died in the first place is thoroughly understood and removed. When and if 

this is done then transplanting may have a role if time proves that nature does not have the ability to regenerate that site- 

something that rarely occurs. Essentially what we believe is to treat the cause, not the symptoms! 

 

One of the most major technological improvements is the increase in the availability of high resolution satellite images to assist 

us in the work that we do. These images help us at every stage of our process; from having a feel and being able to plan survey 

strategies before we even get to the site to being able to better illustrate and explain our findings to local communities with 

visual tie-ins.  

 

How do you measure CCC's performance and contribution? Do you set economic targets, number of tourists, by numbers 

of protected areas set up? 

 

On a raft of different levels. How many host country scholars have we trained, how many volunteers have passed through Coral 
Cay and have left with an improved understanding and appreciation of coral reefs and their protection. It is also important to 

understand that every country (and location within countries) in which we work has different performance indicators. Ultimately 

I guess it is being able to see that we are making a real difference to the countries in which we work on whatever level is most 

appropriate. This is something that cannot be quantified nor valued. 

 

How would you prefer to evolve as an organisation - horizontally i.e. more projects around the world, or concentrate 

vertically in specific locations, expanding into resort-owning, protected area management and training?  
Coral Cay is a dynamic organisation that has had to evolve to meet the demands of many different situations in the past. 

Looking to the future, the one thing that we can be sure of is that we will have to remain as dynamic and adaptable as in the 

past!  

 

It is probably safe to say that we will expand into more projects around the world (in fact as we speak there are many irons in 
many fires) and it is also almost certainly true that we will develop our operations in already existing locations. In the past we  

have found that the relationships we build in our host countries often bear fruit in terms of other projects in those countries. I 

would think it extremely unlikely that Coral Cay would ever be involved directly in resort ownership. Certainly at the momen t 

we don’t have that kind of financial clout!  

 

The expertise that we have, when used in conjunction with local NGO’s, governments and local communities, has already 

allowed us to do a great deal of training, and that is a field into which we may look at expanding our operations in the future. 

 

Coral Cay is run by a dedicated team of full time professionals supported by a group of part time (often pro-bono) experts from 

many fields of business.  

 

And how are decisions reached in CCC? Do you vote? 

 
We hold regular meetings at which anyone is able to raise issues and contribute to the decision making process. Votes are rarely 

needed; we are usually able to resolve any disagreements over a friendly pint! 

 

So how can our readers volunteer for your tours or otherwise assist your efforts? 

 

Probably the easiest way for people to get involved is to start at our website, http://www.coralcay.org  

   

There they will find all the information regarding our ongoing projects around the world, information about the Coral Cay 

Society which holds regular, exclusive “mini-expeditions”, details of the CCC Trust as well as lots of fascinating reports and 

diaries from our projects. Anyone interested in getting involved as a volunteer staff member, either in London or on one of our 

overseas sites, can also get all the details from the website. 

 

ECOCLUB: Thank you very much. 
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UPCOMING EVENTS – August 2006   

Members, plan ahead by checking the full listings at http://www.ecoclub.com/events  

 
9-12 August, China: Tourism and the New Asia: Implications for Research, Policy and Practice 

Type: Conference 

Organiser: Centre for Recreation and Tourism Research, Peking University 

Venue: Peking University Campus, Beijing, China. 

►Web: http://www.pkutourism.com/news/map/conference2006.htm  

 

13-15 August, Australia: 2nd National Wildlife Tourism Conference 

Type: Conference 

Organiser: Wildlife Tourism Australia Inc. & FACET  

Venue: Esplanade Hotel, Fremantle, Western Australia 

►Web: www.promaco.com.au/conference/2006/wildlife 

 
29 August – 1 September, UK: Global Social Justice and Environmental Sustainability 

Type: Annual Conference 

Organiser: Royal Geographical Society (with IBG) 

Venue:  Royal Geographical Society with IBG and Imperial College, London 

►Web: http://www.rgs.org/WhatsOn/ConferencesAndSeminars/Annual+International+Conference/Annual+International+Conference+2006.htm 

 
VIEWPOINT 

 

‘Independent’ reviews, the complaint industry, online fame & defamation 

In terms of creating, but also damaging reputations, the internet is a powerful tool. In the wrong hands, it can do damage. 

Witness many ‘independent review’ websites where travellers and ‘travellers’ offer their evaluation of hotels. A brief scan will 
reveal to you, but apparently not to their webmasters, the thousands of malicious entries made by those who want to defame 

others either out of vice, or personal financial gain at the behest of business competitors. Worse, such despicable and sad acts, 

for hard-working independent owners of small-business who do not have the time to check what is being said about them, are 

preceded by blackmails and threats. But this is in fact preferable to when malicious acts come without warning.  However one 

should not despair. Online everything is recorded. And the same laws and stiff penalties apply. Any good lawyer would be 

happy to oblige if he feels that you have a case. Always conduct a customary search online every now and then just to be on the 

safe side, and – as you would do in the real world - before you confront the blackmailer obtain legal advice and notify the 

appropriate authorities so as to leave nothing to chance. 

 
ECO – JOBS  

 

A selection of ecotourism –related vacancies with August deadlines, available to our Members 

 

Deadline Country Job Title 

Aug 4 Australia Park Management Research Officer 

Aug 4 UK Conservation Program Officer 

Aug 4 UK Development Institute Press Officer 

Aug 4 UK Tourism Advisor 

Aug 4 UK Responsible Business Director 

Aug 4 USA Park Interpreter 

Aug 4 USA Natural Resource Manager Program Director 

Aug 6 Canada Biodiversity Policy Analyst, Sustainability  

Aug 7 Australia Visitor Services Manager 

Aug 7 Indonesia Conservation Project Intern  

Aug 7 Madagascar Assistant Marine Research Coordinator 

Aug 7 USA Virgin Islands Coral Reef Research Analyst 

Aug 8 UK Costal Management Officer 

Aug 9 UK Expedition NGO Program Officer 

Aug 9 Philippines Environmental Specialist 

Aug 9 Vietnam Deputy CoP Biodiversity Conservation Program 

Aug 10 Alaska Visitor Services Internship 

Aug 10 UK Conservation Assistant National Park 

http://www.ecoclub.com/join.html
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Aug 10 USA Field Assistants/ researchers 

Aug 10 USA Conservation Expedition NGO Coordinator 

Aug 11 Netherlands Nature Conservation Initiative Coordinator 

Aug 11 Switzerland Conservation Intern 

Aug 11  Tajikistan Development Consultancy Regional Coordinator 

Aug 11 UK Conservation Project Officer  

Aug 11 UK National Park Planner 

Aug 11 USA Environmental Education Coordinator  

Aug 14 UK/Sierra Leone Project Leader Rainforest Management 

Aug 14 UK Executive Assistant Development Agency 

Aug 14 UK Recreation Ranger 

Aug 15 Japan Environmental Researchers 

Aug 15 UK Expedition NGO Business Development Manager 

Aug 15 USA Wildlife Intern 

Aug 18 Indonesia Senior Environmental Adviser 

Aug 18 Switzerland/Africa Internship Conservation Body 

Aug 18 USA Wildlife Outreach Intern 

Aug 19 Germany Sustainability Analyst 

Aug 20 Dominica Ecolodge Marketing Intern  

Aug 21 UK Development Agency Communications Officer 

Aug 22 Bolivia Sustainable Development Technical Adviser 

Aug 25 Greece Intl Conservation Agency Assistant 

Aug 25 Mauritius Small Island Warden 

Aug 25 UK Recreation/Cultural Coordinator 

Aug 30 Canada Environmental Affairs Officer 

Aug 30 China Intl Conservation NGO Development Director 

Aug 31 Ecuador Conservation Business Specialist 

Aug 31 Asia Young Professionals Program 

Aug 31 Nepal Conservation Program Leader 

Aug 31 Nepal Wildlife Program Leader 

 
ECO – PROJECTS 

 

A selection of ecotourism-related consultancy and other opportunities with July deadlines, available to our  

Business Members  

 

Deadline Country Description 

CONSULTANCY/ BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

Aug 4 Serbia Tourism/Enterprise Consultant 

Aug 6 Vietnam Tourism Experts 

Aug 8 RD Congo National Park Consultancy  

Aug 11 Latin America Sustainable Tourism Development Consultancy  

Aug 14 Brazil Environmental Study Consultancy 

Aug 15 Worldwide Long Term and Short Term Specialists Biodiversity  

Aug 28 China Biodiversity Program Consultant 

Aug 31 Worldwide Natural Resource Management Specialists 

ECOTOURISM FUNDING AVAILABLE 

Aug 28 Greece Tourism Grants 

Aug 31 Hong Kong Sustainable Development Grants incl Tourism 

Aug 31 Worldwide Socially Responsible Tourism Award 

 

http://www.ecoclub.com/joinb.html
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ECOCLUB, Year 7, Issue 82, July 2006: 
ECOCLUB®, International Ecotourism Monthly™, is the free, open-access e-Magazine of ECOCLUB.com – International 

Ecotourism Club, published at http://www.ecoclub.com/news  in PDF form. Join ECOCLUB.com at 

http://www.ecoclub.com/join.html for more ecotourism news, specialist resources (Jobs, projects, real estate, publications and 

others) and discounts at genuine Ecolodges worldwide. 

 

Submissions: We welcome reader’s articles, contributor guidelines & benefits can be found at: 

http://www.ecoclub.com/news/information.html  

 

Disclaimer: Any views expressed in this newspaper belong to their respective authors and are not necessarily those of 

ECOCLUB SA. Although we try to check all facts, we accept no liability for inaccuracies - which means you should not take 

any travel or other decisions based only on what you read here. Use of this newspaper is covered by the Terms & Conditions of 

the ECOCLUB.com Website as stated at http://www.ecoclub.com/terms.html and by your uncommon sense and good humour. 
 

Published by ECOCLUB SA, PO BOX 65232, Psihico, Athens, 154 10 – GREECE, www.ecoclub.com 

Copyright © 1999-2006 ECOCLUB SA. All rights reserved. 
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